INSIDE EXISTING DRYWALL

ROOF TRUSS OR RAFTER

OUTSIDE DRYWALL

UNIT OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS

UNIT INSIDE DIMENSIONS

DROUGH OPENING

INSIDE DRYWALL

FLUSH NO GROOVE - REMODELING

(ORDER BY INSIDE DRYWALL DIMENSION)

Unit inside dimensions will be same as inside drywall dimension to minimize trimming out

ROOF SHEATHING

FLUSH WITH SHEATHING

INSIDE EXISTING DRYWALL

ROOF TRUSS OR RAFTER

FIXED EXTRUDED POLYCARBONATE PREMIUM RESIDENTIAL SKYLIGHT

Model: _A_ x B_ F-EP, [Glz], [Finish]

STARLIGHT SKYLIGHTS
PRODUCT OF ORCA MANUFACTURING, INC

ORCA Manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 2186
Easton, MD 21601
Phone: 800-776-1539
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